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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

By default, if a NetWare server is synchronization on the network, how frequently

does it check for time?
 

A. Every 3 minutes

B. Every 5 minutes

C. Every 10 minutes

D. Every 15 minutes

E. Every 20 minutes
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

What needs to be done to allow servers to find any time server

rega******f the tree it's in?
 

A. Set Directory tree mode to off

B. Set timesync restart flag to on

C. Set Service Advertising Protocol to off

D. Set the default time server type to reference
 

Answer: A

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

You have installed the first NetWare 5 server for your company and accepted all

default settings. What type of time server is the server?
 

A. Primary

B. Reference

C. Secondary

D. Single reference

E. Secondary reference
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

By default, when is a server *** *not being synchronized to the network?
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A. When it's more than one seconds different than the network time.

B. When it's more than two seconds different than the network time.

C. When it's more than three seconds different than the

D. When it's more than four seconds different than the network time.

E. When it's more than five seconds different than the network time.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

In an IPX environment, which methods do servers use to find each other to

synchronization? (Choose two.)
 

A. TCP/IP

B. NTP.NLM

C. Configured lists

D. Service Advertising Protocol (SAP)

E. NetWare Link Services Protocol (NLSP)
 

Answer: C,D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

Which time servers participate in voting for the correct time? (Choose two.)
 

A. Master

B. Primary

C. Reference

D. Single reference

E. Secondary reference
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Which statement about the BorderManager 3.5 installation process is true?
 

A. NETBASIC.NLM must be loaded on the server prior to installation.

B. You must configure your servers and clients to use TCP/IP prior to installation.

C. Installation can be done remotely using RCONSOLE with the CD mounted on your

local machine.
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D. You can install on a remote server If you copy the contents of the CD to a mounted

volume on that server.
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

What system is used to adjust different time zones to get an equivalent time for time

synchronization?
 

A. Time stamps

B. Standard time

C. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)

D. Daylight saving time offset

E. Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)
 

Answer: E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

Which time server types advertise that they are a time provider? (Choose 3.)
 

A. Master

B. Primary

C. Reference

D. Secondary

E. Single reference

F. Secondary reference
 

Answer: B,C,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

Which file can you view to identify the default filter exceptions to the

BorderManger filters?
 

A. FILE.TXT

B. ALLFILT.TXT

C. FILTEXCP.TXT

D. The file specified by the user when filters are saved to a text file.
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